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Learn the background of Japanese Karate along with the ins and outs of belonging to a dojo with
this readable martial arts guide.The Japanese martial art of Karate is not only a means of self-
defense; it is also a sport and a philosophy. The Karate Dojo: Traditions and Tales of a Martial Art
examines each of these aspects--through the colorful legends, tales, and traditions that are
associated with the art--and explains why educators and parents are becoming increasingly
interested in karate.This karate book shows how karate training can change the lives of those
who practice it, by giving them health, self-confidence, both physical and mental discipline, as
well as calm maturity. This martial arts book includes information about: the dojo, the belt
system, kata and jiu-kumite, potential and goals, famous dojo stories, Okinawan martial arts
fighters, ninjutsu, and more!

"Strongly recommended."--Mainichi Daily --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the
Inside Flap--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorPeter Urban studied Goju
Ryu in Japan as a disciple of Gogen Yamaguchi and brought the style to the U.S. He
subsequently founded American Goju Ryu Karate and has taught widely in this country,
introducing Goju Ryu karate methods and techniques into the training curricula of many police
academies. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Disclaimer: Please note that the publisher and author(s) of this instructional book are NOT
RESPONSIBLE in any manner whatsoever for any injury that may result from practicing the
techniques and/or following the instructions given within. Martial Arts training can be dangerous
—both to you and to others—if not practiced safely. If you're in doubt as to how to proceed or
whether your practice is safe, consult with a trained martial arts teacher before beginning. Since
the physical activities described herein may be too strenuous in nature for some readers, it is
also essential that a physician be consulted prior to training.Published in 1967 by Tuttle
Publishing, an imprint of Periplus Editions (HK) Ltd.Copyright © 1967 Charles E. Tuttle
Publishing Company, Limited.All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced
or utilized in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying,
recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without prior written permission
from the publisher.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data Urban, Peter The
karate dojo; traditions and tales of a martial art / Peter Urban p. cm.I. KarateGV476.U7796.8/
I5367020952Distributed by:North America, Latin America & EuropeTuttle Publishing364
Innovation DriveNorth Clarendon, VT 05759-9436Tel: I (802) 773-8930; Fax: I (802)
773-6993info@tuttlepublishing.comAsia PacificBerkeley Books Pte. Ltd.61, Tai Seng Avenue
#02-12Singapore 534167Tel: (65) 6280-1330; Fax: (65)
6280-6290inquiries@periplus.com.sgJapanTuttle PublishingYaekari Building, 3rd Floor5-4-12
Osaki, Shinagawa-kuTokyo 141 0032Tel: (81) 3 5437-0171; Fax: (81) 3 5437-0755IndonesiaPT
Java Books IndonesiaKawasan Industri PulogadungJI. Rawa Gelam IV No. 9Jakarta 13930,
IndonesiaTel: (62) 21 4682-1088; Fax: (62) 21 461-0206cs@javabooks.co.id13 12 II 10 18
17 16 15Printed in SingaporeCover design by Holger JacobsTUTTLE PUBLISHING® is a
registered trademark of Tuttle Publishing, a division of Periplus Editions (HK) LtdThis book is
respectfully dedicated to my dear friend, Professor Richard Kim of San Francisco, without
whose help and guidance it would never have evolved.The author wishes to express his deepest
appreciation to Roy Colonna of New York City for his Karate drawings, and to James Brown and
Joan R. Brochstein of Tokyo for their patience and immeasurable assistance in bringing the
original manuscript to life.ContentsThe weaponless weapon 1The dojo 10The belt system
37One's own iron will 47Kata and jiu-kumite 55The Goju style 65Potential and goals
73Guideline for self-analysis 78Famous dojo stories 81The Shaolin Monastery 83The Okinawan
champion 91The ninjitsu people 100The Aikido man 104The Japanese magician 106The three
sons 110The black circle 114The red arrow 117The emperor's champion 120Fingers Charlie
123The Chinese baby 125The Chinese boxers 129The bartender's knife 131Tales of Professor
Wong 133Author's critique of the contemporary Karate scene 142The weaponless
weaponKarate is a martial art, a concept, a way of life new to the western world. Despite its
grand and long-lived tradition in the Orient, Karate has until recently been unknown to most of
the world's population; only in the past decade have Americans become aware of this
fascinating art of self-defense. In the pages of this book, we shall discover why Karate is now
flourishing throughout the world, why it has become a modus vivendi for millions of martial arts



devotees.Karate owes its profound impact on Americans to the promoters of the mass media,
who realized the potential excitement such a sport could engender and who therefore gave it
maximum exposure. By means of television, motion pictures, newspapers, and magazines, a
new hero image has been implanted in the American mind. No longer is man's strength limited
to the weapon he carries: he now possesses the "weaponless weapon," his own body, and all
feats of prowess are possible. Americans are becoming conscious of the fact that their physical
capabilities are dependent upon individual determination. The widespread publicity of Karate is
responsible for the increasing numbers of people who have become confident in their ability to
fight, to hold their own in a society of competition.Perhaps the most significant result of the
growing awareness of Karate is the realization among educators that here is an unexplored area
of knowledge: there is much to be learned about Karate as a practical means of self-defense, as
a sport, and as a philosophy. The American parent too has become aware of the necessity of
equipping his children with a knowledge of the martial arts if they are to develop fully—mentally
as well as physically. The art of self-defense has been virtually ignored by families and by
schools; these social institutions now believe that it must be included in a realistic approach to
education. Karate teachers in particular have been appalled by society's lack of concern for the
welfare of its youth.One of the great problems facing American society today is lack of respect
for authority; it has become common for teenagers to harrass policemen and teachers. It is
apparent that such power figures are ill-equipped to defend themselves to their maximum
capacity against those who would challenge them. Since a child's respect for an adult often has
strength as its basis, it is essential that all adults who deal with children be physically competent.
The youngster who is reared in an atmosphere of shootings and knifings would perhaps emerge
from childhood as a better citizen if as a youth he felt respect for those in authority. In later years,
the fact that his respect was originally based on the physical prowess of his elders would not be
important; the fact would remain that he did respect them. The blackboard jungle that is all too
common in American cities would cease to exist if teenagers knew that their teachers'
knowledge encompassed more than history or mathematics, that they also had knowledge of
the art of self-defense.If Karate were to be made a natural part of one's education, much of the
unhappiness and neurosis so prevalent today would disappear; crime would inevitably be
reduced. The unspoken taboo against physically trained women would be lifted, and the
defenseless women of today would be capable of defending themselves in any
situation.Americans who had served in the Far East during World War II and the Korean War
introduced Karate to the United States. Despite the widespread opinion that Karate was merely
a fad which would soon pass from the national scene, this unique sport captured lasting interest
in America. Since World War II, thousands of Americans have adopted Karate wholeheartedly
as a way of life, as a means of self-defense, or simply as a rewarding physical development
program. The latter is especially true of businessmen and theatrical people, who depend so
heavily upon health, appearance, and psychic confidence for competitive success.Karate is
filling two vital needs previously unrecognized in American society: the human needs to express



emotion, and to live without fear. Americans, taught from childhood to suppress their feelings,
often acquire psychological problems; through a martial art such as Karate, young people find
an outlet for aggression and learn not to fear emotions.Young men of draft age are now training
in Karate by the thousands in order to be as well prepared as possible for the service. Such
training can never be a mistake; the advantage of having the weaponless weapon speaks for
itself in this instance. Countless college students are studying Karate, keenly aware of its
usefulness throughout life. Having realized the value of the martial arts, increasing numbers of
police academies are experimenting with its techniques; Karate training is now provided for
many policemen in the large cities.Physicians too have become well aware of the worth of
Karate and are prescribing such a program as therapy for many of their patients. Over the years,
it has been noted that those who practice Karate are rarely ill and are generally more vigorous
than the average person. Not only does Karate training improve one's health physically, it also
benefits one's mental attitude. New-found confidence is a prize which a Karateman acquires
soon after the inception of his training. Physical strength attained in a short period of time has
decided effects upon the individual. A most interesting observation is that in many cases
individuals appear to have rapidly attained maturity through their study of Karate. Many parents
have observed that Karate causes their young sons to become men very quickly: in some cases
parental control can no longer be maintained by resorting to physical superiority.Karate training
is based on rigid discipline, a factor which limits the number of students who will ever achieve
high proficiency. The rigorous training soon alienates certain types of people; those who dislike
hard work, discipline, or competition soon lose interest. To excel in Karate is an achievement
most valued by people who are highly realistic.Karate tournaments are an ever-growing source
of entertainment to sports fans of all types. When Karate becomes as popular as bowling or golf,
the United States will have become a Karate-oriented nation. It will never replace boxing,
wrestling, or other combative sports, but will instead enhance their appeal.Karate societies and
organizations, as well as societies dedicated to other martial arts, are springing up all over
America, filling the social needs of individual and community alike. Despite its competitiveness,
Karate training develops a feeling of brotherhood among its adherents; great rapport soon exists
between brothers. Dojos are the freemason organizations of the martial arts; the training hall is a
lodge, a home for the devotee. It opens many other worlds to students: the world of physical well-
being, the world of social contacts, the world of self-confidence where fear has no place.The
most defamatory arguments leveled against Karate are made by critics who have unfortunately
been exposed to inferior demonstrations or who were themselves unsuccessful in Karate
training. It has been called savage, barbaric, uncivilized, phony. Karate devotees comfort
themselves in the fact that all new knowledge goes through a period of doubt and ridicule before
sufficient exposure causes the true picture to emerge.Karate was once considered an esoteric
Oriental subject of unknown origin whose main requirement was that its practitioners beat parts
of their bodies on inanimate objects for the purpose of developing hardened limbs and the ability
to destroy material things. This erroneous image is why Karate has been so maligned; in fact, the



image of the animalistic, barbaric Karateman is an absurdity, for the Karate philosophy of
calmness and confidence is the antithesis of aggression and inhumanity to man. Through the
efforts of thousands of dedicated practitioners, the essence of Karate has at long last been
brought to light; in spite of misrepresentation, Karate has achieved national acceptance in a
relatively short time.There are many kinds of martial arts and many kinds of Karate. At present
there are over forty popular styles of Karate training. Nevertheless, in depth they are all basically
the same, for the goal does not vary according to style; it is always the same, to become a more
balanced person. In the long run, Karate becomes like the people who use it; each individual
gravitates to the style most befitting his taste. Differences between styles occur because of their
adherents' concepts and approaches toward training methods. Occasionally, a Karateman will
become involved with more than one style.Karatemen are notoriously proud, and justifiably so,
considering the lengths to which a devotee must go. The competition which naturally arises
between Karatemen sometimes prevents mutual understanding, for each man's goal is to excel.
Although there is occasional friction between adherents, the sense of competitiveness insures
the continued growth and improvement of Karate.Instruction in the martial arts is one of the
newest professions to evolve in the social structure. To be a professional Karate teacher of the
first calibre requires at least fifteen years of study and practice. It is extraordinarily demanding
work which would be considered impractical by those who would expect lucrative returns from
such enormous input; but to those who are truly devoted to the Karate way of life, the rewards of
the work itself are enough.This book was written with the hope that those wishing to understand
and follow "the way" of Karate will seek out a dojo suitable for them. If such a dojo does not exist,
it will be found one way or another, for in Karatedo (way of Karate) "nothing is impossible."The
dojoKarate is taught in a school called a dojo. More than merely a gymnasium or a club, a dojo is
a cherished place of learning and brotherhood for Karate devotees. But the word "dojo" implies
an even broader meaning: to the dedicated student, the dojo soon becomes a concept, a way of
life. The word is symbolic of the methodological, the ideological, the philosophical aspects of
Karate. Thus, the study of Karate involves far more than the learning of certain physical
techniques; it absorbs the student wholly; his character is as much affected by Karate as is his
body.Karate is one aspect of the martial arts, a collective system of combatives which derive
their common ancestry from the Orient. "Combative" is a term describing a physical or
physiodynamic system of the training of the mind and the body according to certain principles.
The principles vary with each system: some systems employ wood and metal instruments as
weapons, considering them to be merely an extension of the body. By learning the use of
weapons, Karatemen prepare themselves to fight bare-handed against them. Karate, Kenpo,
Kung-fu, Tai-chi-chuan, Judo, Jiu-Jitsu, Bo-Jitsu, Aikido, and Kendo are examples of such
systems. There are also sub-systems of each one. Within Karate, there are various
methodologies, or methods, known as "ryus."Karate, translated as "empty hand," deals primarily
in developing the body so as to bring about a practiced control of the limbs and in developing
certain mental energies (sometimes called "ki," "kime," "kiai," "chi") so as to make the body into



a highly effective tool of the mind: the body becomes in effect a weaponless weapon. The mental
demands in rigorous Karate training are more taxing than the physical demands.It is necessary
at this point to delineate the differences between Eastern and Western martial arts. "Martial" is
defined in English as: "pertaining to war, military training for the purpose of war." In the Orient, on
the other hand, martial art originated as a means of attaining physical good health and longevity
as well as a philosophical or spiritual goal. Combative training is not the sole purpose, as is often
the case in the West; it is a beginning rather than an end.In the past, Western cultures have
experienced manifestations of martial arts, or fighting arts, as seen in the English Round Table
legends and in the Norse and Greek myths. Although men have fought for a principle or a
religion, the martial art of the Western cultures has rarely developed to the point of embodying
an individual philosophy. Due to this lack of philosophical content in military training, the term
"martial art" is a misnomer in the West; the term "military science" is more applicable. Karate is
considered an art by its practitioners rather than a fighting science. Besides their philosophical
basis, martial arts sometimes have religious foundations, usually a form of Buddhist theology.
This is primarily the case in remote areas of China, where Karate began, and in Japan. In the
instances where this occurs, the ideas of the particular sect are included in the methodology and
rationale of the art itself.The most commonly accepted role of the individual likewise differs in the
Eastern and Western concepts of martial art. In military science, conformity of action is essential.
All decisions are made according to echelons of authority. Individual initiative is seldom required.
But in the martial arts, an individual is a single fighting unit complete unto himself. His actions
are governed by his intuitive judgment: there is neither punishment nor reward for his effort or
lack of it. One's initiative determines the degree of skill, knowledge, spirit, and how the three are
integrated. There is, however, a certain affinity between Eastern and Western martial arts when
compared on a realistic rather than on a conceptual basis; the reactions of individuals vary and
cannot be considered in broad generalizations.Although the term "martial arts" means fighting
arts, a truer interpretation of its Oriental meaning may be found in the Japanese word "Budo,"
which, freely translated, implies "the way of the fighter." The suffix "do" or "way," which is so
often used in Chinese and Japanese religious thought (in Chinese it is sometimes called "Tao"),
does not mean only the learning and application of techniques and skills. Its meaning is more
profound; the spiritual use of the techniques and the integration of these techniques with the
spirit are all-important. A "way" or "path" is intended to lead the individual to the attainment of
perfection or what is often known as self-realization, enlightenment, or simply maturity.The spirit
of the martial arts today is the last vestige of the spirit of the Zen warriors of old. They were the
purveyors of a great morality and code of manhood. Contrary to many critics' opinions, trained
killers or expendable soldiers are not the end results of martial arts training. Rather, martial arts
students eventually take on the spirit of the old warriors and become great, highly spirited
men.There are beautiful stories from ancient times about samurai (the sword-wielding knights of
old Japan) who saved themselves from death at the hands of another samurai by composing
and reciting an impromptu poem. If, with the point of a sword at his throat, the bushi (knight)



recited a poem that met with the rigid rules and was entirely original and spontaneous, his life
would be spared by the other. This was a test of courage and equanimity in the face of almost
certain death.Because of this spiritual attitude, which was encountered, nurtured, and grown to
flower in the dojo, a real samurai never surrendered or asked for mercy: he was incapable of
squirming in the face of death. He was able to respond to conditions around him with objectivity
and calm detachment, even while being intimately involved in them.The highest achievement for
a samurai was the attainment of virtue. The hallmarks of this virtue were relaxation, even-
mindedness, pride, confidence, and graciousness. All traditional dojos today which teach any
form of martial art, be it Karate, Kendo, Judo, Ju-Jitsu, archery, or others, are based on this idea
of virtue; indeed, the followers of the martial arts today are in effect the descendents of the
samurai of old. It is the aim of all martial arts masters to work toward the promulgation of this
spirit of the ancient Zen warriors, a spirit which is much more than mere knowledge of fighting
techniques: it is the attainment of a virtuous way of life. Karate can be considered as a
philosophy based on the belief that a sound mind is achieved through the development of a
virtuous character. A sound body is achieved through rigorous training. The natural result of
sound mind and sound body is "oneness": the oneness of Zen (mind) and Ken (fist or body);
Zen, Ken, Ishoa: mind, fist, oneness.True Karatemen believe that learning and excellence
cannot stand still. They believe that one must do what one cannot do. They believe in the old
standards of excellence wherein to excel is the common goal of all. They increase their efforts
and raise their goals as each step toward excellence is achieved. Their Karate training is
reflected in every aspect of their daily living. As Karatemen train their bodies to make them
stronger and healthier, they develop their characters accordingly; they then transcend the limits
of the physical. The origin of Karate was the development of a way to free the ego from the
limitations of physical equality.A traditional dojo is, in a sense, a patriarchy. The "sensei" is the
master of the dojo. "Sensei" is the Japanese word for "honorable teacher" but is also used in
Japan to denote doctors and lawyers, for doctors are considered to be teachers (of the way of
health) and lawyers are considered to be teachers (of the way of law). The sensei regards his
students as his many sons and daughters, seeing them as they can never see themselves. He
effects the development of their bodies and characters—this is the responsibility of his art. The
dojo is really the home of the sensei; students come to his home to learn his way of life. That way
of life is Karate.A sensei must always be an example of high virtue. His relationships with his
many students must be, above all, objective and well defined. Only in this way is the perpetual
learning and improvement process kept intact. Since all martial arts training is primarily oriented
toward the spirit of self-reliance, it is the sensei's obligation to set an example for his students in
all things: in excellence, discipline, moderation, and wisdom. A sensei thoroughly learns the art
of helping himself before he obtains the ability to help others. Often in the course of training, a
student reaches a standstill in his development due to excessive ambition, impatience, fear of
failure, or for other emotional and psychological reasons. According to the situation, the sensei is
then required to become a counselor or a friend, as well as a teacher, in order to aid in solving



the individual's problems in development. Over-training is just as profitless as under-training: too
much effort is an indication that a student has lost faith in himself; lack of effort is identified with
giving up. The sensei gives recognition and confidence when deserved, strong honest criticism
when necessary. All senseis are perfectionists; thus, compliments are rare in a real Karate
school. Every student learns to take it for granted that the basic requirement for continual
development is to put forth his utmost effort at all times.
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Jason Vincent, “A "Should Read" for all serious karate-ka.. This book was one of the first ones
recommended to me by my sensei when I started Shotokan. Though written from a Goju
background, it is a solid representation of the karate mindset of the time it was written. There is a
little bit of what I would now call "Bruce Lee mysticism silliness", but again, it is a product of its
time and written by Mr Urban, who came up in those days.Take the book for what it is, read it,
and add it to your martial arts library.”

K.H., “Simple Book, Simple Stories, Simple Teaching - Nice. Peter Urban was a pioneer in
American karate and helped not only spread the art of goju ryu, but the ripple effect helped the
promotion of other martial arts as well in the 60s and 70s. While a little eccentric, Urban was true
to the bushido roots, while adapting karate for an American population.This book covers karate
philosophy in its mid-twentieth century form and promotes the positive aspects of discipline and
etiquette. The book deals with attitude and motivation of spirit. The second half of the book has
"dojo stories" that help embody the essences of karate training.This is just a nice and simple
book worth the read.”

Highly Selassie, “Urban-isms. Having discovered the Urban legacy only recently, through my
sensei, I thoroughly enjoyed the trip through the maestro's mind that this book represents.
Between this and 'karate psychology' (aka 'Karate sensei')we are given passage into a brilliant
martial arts masters mindset. Urban wasn't just a groundbreaking sensei in terms of his being
first to connect martial arts with the 'new world', but he was a fascinating thinker, in whatever he
might have done. This aspect of his brilliance becomes clear in-between the pages, not so
much as in the content but the eclectic style he writes with. The patchwork, almost mad-
magazine throw it on the wall and see if it sticks style lets us see the way he makes connections
between things and the ride is a most worthwhile one. The man clearly would have stood out in
some way no matter what he did in life. The fact that he became who he was just delineates a
rare example of the perfect person finding their perfect calling perfectly.As a (goju) martial artist,
AND psychology enthusiast, I recommend it highly.”

pedro santos, “Educating and introducing my student to Gm Urban. The book is perfect for new
students, education in martial arts is very important.”

Juicebox42, “Teacher speaks.. You can get a synopsis from other reviewers and I won't venture
to critique Sensei Urban, but I will say this is another nice book to read to psych yourself up
before a belt test. Definitely required reading for anyone in a Goju dojo in North America.”

Martin B., “Great Book. It gives a good understanding for what is expected in the Dojo.”



J.A. Michaels - Spiritualist | Philosopher | Martial Artist | Author, “An amazing book!. I have just
recently purchased my fourth copy of this book, because every time I loan it to someone to read,
they just asked to buy it from me, instead. The stories are my more favored section of the book,
but the specific information about origin and structure of the Goju Kai system is also very
insightful.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Lesson. I'm about Half way through the book, so far I'm enjoying it, it's not
a lesson on how to do karate but nowing karate ways of life. It's a great book to read whatever
martial arts you do.”

Dan H., “Great read!. I have an older copy of this book.Sensei Peter Urban is an icon in Martial
Arts . The book follows his Karate Journey and his contribution to the art. He also introduces
other Martial Arts Master's that are also part of Karate  History.”

Shannon P, “Simple, impactful read. I got this book as part of my karate training... And loved how
simple a read it is, and loved the lessons it contains. While essential for anyone studying karate,
I would also recommend it for anyone searching for a fuller, more well balanced life.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Where did it start and what really goes on in a dojo?. Some truly amazing
stories, both factual and mythical concerning martial arts in general. Love the one about the
original Shaolin temple.”

The book by Rebecca Black has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 102 people have provided feedback.
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